ROLE PLAY SUGGESTIONS:
Role play area: Dress up - who will you be today? Selection of dress up costumes and props.

ENHANCED CONTINUOUS PROVISION IDEAS:
Writing area: Thank you cards.
Math area: Sorting shapes – a square is always a square, it can’t be a circle.
Sand/Water/Exploration area: Find the real and fake money in the water using magnets.
Creative area: Play dough robots using googly eyes, pipe cleaners, dried pasta etc.
Outdoor area: Mud cupcakes – using soil and small flowers, seeds etc for decoration. Ask which the children would rather eat, a real cake or a fake one?

BOOK SUGGESTIONS:
The Truth According to Arthur by Tim Hopgood (Bloomsbury Children’s Books, 2016)
Little Princess 'I didn’t do it' by Tony Ross (Andersen Press, 2013)
Words and your heart by Kate Jane Neal (Simon & Schuster Children's UK, 2017)
On the way home by Jill Murphy (Macmillan Children’s Books; Reprints edition, 2007)